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QUIZ-LETTER
What name is given to a young Elephant?

In which Country was acupuncture developed?

Whose first album was 'Born To Die’?

The entrance to the Chamber of Secrets is in Moaning
Myrtle's bathroom. Myrtle lives there because she died
after seeing the basilisk. In which year was the Chamber
of Secrets first opened?

Harry was born on 31 July 1980. What is Harry's middle
name?

Which composer had the forenames Johann Sebastian?
What is the name of the clumsy Weasley family owl?
What Article did the UK Government trigger in March
2017?

Which surviving tombs were built for the Pharaohs of
Egypt?

What is the name of Fred and George's joke shop?

What is a witch or a wizard who can't do magic known as?

Who is the conductor of the Knight Bus?

How many men were executed for their part in the 1605
Gunpowder Plot?
How many bathrooms are there in Buckingham Palace?

By what name is this principle better known: 'Anything
that can go wrong, will go wrong’?

The world's biggest piggy bank museum is in which
European Capital City?

What is the height of St Paul's Cathedral in London (in feet)?
How many plays did Shakespeare write?
The minimum wage was introduced to Britain in 1999; what was
the initial hourly rate for those aged over twenty-one?

Which country did Winston Churchill describe as 'a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma’?

The first recording of a human voice was by Thomas
Edison in 1877; which nursery rhyme did he read?

How long is the M25 motorway (in miles)?
The world's shortest war was between Britain and Zanzibar in
1896; how long did it last?
How many named characters were created by Charles Dickens?
How many countries entered the first Eurovision Song Contest in
1956?
In 2000, Dr Harold Shipman was found guilty of how many
murders?

What does the word 'Wight' mean in the name of the Isle
of Wight'?

Pub Quiz - George ● No ● Willow ● Piano ● The Voice ● Leonardo, Donatello, Michelangelo &
Raphael ● 4
The 1960's - Harry H Corbett & Wilfred Brambell ● Steppenwolf ● Bob Dylan
2001: A Space Odyssey ● Rex Harrison ● 1960 ● Newcastle
50/50 - KFC ● Catherine Howard ● 4 Years ● Cheetah ● Cerebrum
Stone ● Diamond
Headlines - False ● True (Daily Mail 2015) ● True (Daily Mirror 2013) ● False
True (Daily Mail 2012) ● False ● False ● True (Washington Post 2014) ● False
Answers to this quiz in the next edition. All editions can be downloaded @
www.woodenspoonquizzes.co.uk/breaktime

